MICHIGAN INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY 2020
NASCAR CUP SERIES
NASCAR XFINITY SERIES
ARCA MENARDS SERIES
EVENT SCHEDULE

Thursday, June 4

9:00 AM  AMS  HAULERS ENTER (EQUIPMENT UNLOAD)
9:00 AM  AMS  CREDENTIALS OPEN
9:30 AM  AMS  GARAGE OPEN
10:00 AM 1:00 PM  AMS  TRACK LAPS (MICHIGAN INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY)
1:00 PM 3:00 PM  AMS  BROADCASTING SET-UP
3:00 PM  AMS  TRAM RIDES (MICHIGAN INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY)
6:00 PM  AMS  HAULERS EXIT

Friday, June 5

7:30 AM  AMS  CREDENTIALS OPEN
7:30 AM  AMS  GARAGE OPEN
8:00 AM 11:00 AM  NXS  HAULERS ENTER (EQUIPMENT UNLOAD)
8:00 AM  AMS  ROOKIE MEETING
8:15 AM  AMS  DRIVER/SPOTTER/CREW CHIEF MEETING (ACCELERATION CLUB TENT)
8:30 AM 8:45 AM  AMS  ROOKIE TRACK RIDE
9:00 AM 10:30 AM  AMS  FINAL PRACTICE
10:00 AM 5:00 PM  NCS  HAULERS ENTER (EQUIPMENT UNLOAD)
11:00 AM 9:00 PM  NXS  GARAGE OPEN
12:00 PM 8:00 PM  NCS  ROOKIE MEETING & RANDOM DRAWING
2:00 PM 2:55 PM  NXS  1ST PRACTICE
2:30 PM 6:00 PM  NCS  ** HOT PASS IN EFFECT **
3:05 PM 3:55 PM  NCS  1ST PRACTICE
4:02 PM 4:27 PM  NCS  FINAL PRACTICE
4:35 PM 5:25 PM  NCS  FINAL PRACTICE
5:00 PM 7:00 PM  NXS  OPEN GARAGE AREA TO PROPERLY CREDENTIALED FANS
5:30 PM 6:00 PM  NCS  DRIVER / MEDIA AVAILABILITY (MEDIA CENTER)
5:45 PM 6:00 PM  NCS  DRIVER INTRODUCTIONS
6:00 PM  NCS  RACE (100 LAPS, 200 MILES)

Saturday, June 6

7:00 AM 1:30 PM  NCS  CREDENTIALS OPEN
7:30 AM 1:30 PM  NCS  GARAGE OPEN
9:00 AM  NXS  GARAGE OPEN
9:00 AM 9:45 AM  NXS  TRACK SERVICES MEETING (MICHIGAN ROOM)
10:35 AM 12:00 PM  NXS  QUALIFYING IMPOUND (SINGLE VEHICLE / ONE LAP ALL POSITIONS)
11:30 AM  NCS  TELEVISION EXHIBITION RUNS
11:30 AM  NCS  TRACK SERVICES MEETING (PIT ROAD)
11:30 AM 1:30 PM  NCS  ** HOT PASS IN EFFECT **
11:45 AM  NXS  DRIVER / CREW CHIEF MEETING (ACCELERATION CLUB TENT)
12:05 PM  NCS  QUALIFYING IMPOUND (SINGLE VEHICLE / ONE LAP ALL POSITIONS)
1:00 PM  NXS  DRIVER INTRODUCTIONS
1:30 PM  NXS  RACE (STAGES 30/60/125 LAPS = 250 MILES )
4:00 PM 5:30 PM  NCS  TRACK TOURS

Sunday, June 7

9:30 AM 11:00 AM  Pace Vehicle Rides (Michigan International Speedway)
9:30 AM 2:00 PM  NASCAR CREDENTIALS OPEN
10:00 AM 11:00 AM  NCS  GARAGE OPEN
10:00 AM 11:00 AM  NCS  NASCAR PACE VEHICLE RIDES
10:30 AM 11:00 AM  NCS  NASCAR MEDIA RIDES
11:00 AM  NCS  TRACK SERVICES MEETING (MICHIGAN ROOM)
11:00 AM  NCS  TRACK TOURS
12:00 PM  NCS  DRIVER / CREW CHIEF MEETING (ACCELERATION CLUB TENT)
1:00 PM 6:00 PM  NCS  ** HOT PASS IN EFFECT **
1:20 PM  NCS  DRIVER INTRODUCTIONS
2:00 PM  NCS  RACE (STAGES 60/120/200 LAPS = 400 MILES )